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ABSTRACT
The thesis describes author’s contribution to a home automation system allowing
users to control and monitor home appliances via an ordinary television. The system
takes advantage of the X10 power line signalling standard and the ZigBee wireless
technology. The control software is built on top of GNU/Linux OS and MythTV
home theatre platform.
The work focuses on a development of an application allowing MythTV to interface
the hardware. A flexible modular concept based on dynamically loaded plug-ins is
introduced. Since the application is self-sustainable and easily extensible, having a
potential to manage several automation tasks on its own, its usage is not limited to
the proposed home automation system. Finally, in order to verify a functionality of
the system, a wireless thermometer and a VGA to SCART converter are designed.
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ABSTRAKT
Tato diplomova´ pra´ce se zaby´va´ syste´mem automatizace doma´cnosti umozˇnˇuj´ıc´ım
ovla´da´n´ı doma´c´ıch spotˇrebicˇ˚u prostˇrednictv´ım beˇzˇne´ televize. Syste´m vyuzˇ´ıva´ stan-
dardu X10 a bezdra´tove´ technologie ZigBee. Rˇ´ıdic´ı software stav´ı na OS GNU/Linux
a syste´mu doma´c´ıho kina MythTV.
V ra´mci te´to diplomove´ pra´ce byla vyvinuta aplikace zprostˇredkuj´ıc´ı komunikaci mezi
MythTV a hardwarem. Modula´rn´ı koncept postaveny´ na dynamicky zava´deˇny´ch mod-
ulech deˇla´ tuto aplikaci snadno rozsˇiˇritelnou a pouzˇitelnou i mimo pˇredkla´dany´ au-
tomatizacˇn´ı syste´m. Za u´cˇelem testova´n´ı a demonstrace funkcˇnosti byl da´le navrzˇen
bezdra´tovy´ teplomeˇr a pˇrevodn´ık VGA na SCART.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Home automation has no longer been just an attraction of science fiction movies.
It helps us everyday to make our lifes more comfortable, safer and more envi-
ronmental friendly. The most favourite applications include sophisticated light
control, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), houseplant and garden
watering, control of home entertainment systems and security and surveillance
systems.
Despite the vast amount of possibilities, the home automation still struggles
to find its way to all of our homes. Not mentioning poor awareness of available
systems and possibilities, the main hindrances comprise installation hassle, high
costs and limited flexibility. Moreover, having a plethora of different manufactures
and communication standards on the market, the interoperability still remains
an issue.
The unfavourable situation has lead engineers at the University of Hudders-
field to define requirements for a brand new home automation system. The system
is supposed to integrate into existing houses easily, allowing users to control and
monitor home appliances via an ordinary television. The system is meant to be
based on X10 controllers and ZigBee modules already available at the university.
The proposed home automation system tries to address problems mentioned
earlier. It introduces a concept having a standard x86 compatible HTPC as a
heart of the system. The advantages over using a proprietary designed computer
are evident. The ratio of power and flexibility to purchase costs is very favourable,
not mentioning the possibility to integrate the home automation system into an
existing HTPC or using an old computer. Using the x86 compatible computer
also lowers cost of maintenance, cuts down time to market and offers a long life-
cycle. The system is based on free software, the software equipment consist of
GNU/Linux OS, MythTV home theatre system, MythHome plug-in implementing the
user interface and SmartHome server allowing MythHome to interface the home
appliances.
Since the system has been developed in cooperation, the thesis does not cover
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all aspects of the setup. After presenting the home automation system concept,
the work focuses on author’s contribution. Besides the modular GNU/Linux ap-
plication allowing MythTV to interface hardware (SmartHome server), a design
of a wireless thermomether and a VGA to SCART converter is described. For
the other half of the home automation system design – the MythHome plug-in,
details about the software basis and deployment of the system, please refer to my
colleage’s thesis [2].
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2 ANALYSIS
2.1 Current solution
Since the home automation system concept is a result of cooperation, this chap-
ter derives from the work Intelligent house for elderly people [1] written by the
author and his colleague earlier.
Remote controller
- IR controller
- Keyboard, mouse
- Mobile phone
- ...
Additional inputs
- Video recorders
- Internet connection
- Photographs
- Video camera
- Music, radio
- ...
HTPC
- GNU/Linux
- MythTV
- MythHome
- SmartHome server
- Additional services
Video output
Any device supporting
HDMI, DVI, VGA,
S-Video or SCART input:
- Television
- LCD, CRT
- Digital video projector
- DVB-T
- DVB-S
- DVB-C
Television signal
HW interfaces
- CM12U (X10)
- Digi XBee (ZigBee)
- ...
Sensors / actors
- lightning
- temperature regulation
- ventilation
- security, surveillance
- garden watering
- ...
Figure 2.1: Interconnection overview
2.1.1 Base software platform
The solution is based on Fedora GNU/Linux operation system and MythTV home
theatre platform.
Fedora is a general purpose operating system built on top of the Linux kernel,
developed by the community-supported Fedora Project and sponsored by Red
Hat. One of Fedora’s main objectives is not only to contain software distributed
under a free and open source license, but also to be on the leading edge of such
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technologies [4]. Besides Fedora’s good qualities in general, this GNU/Linux dis-
tribution has been chosen for its automatic installation system called Kickstart1.
MythTV is relatively young, yet popular home theatre platform offering all
the functionality found in commercial solutions – TV including Electronic Pro-
gram Guides, the radio, satellite, recording and internet video streaming. The
community has also developed a range of plug-ins bringing features like the web
browsing, photographs viewing, an RSS reader, weather forecast, VOIP, games
and more together in a skinnable user friendly interface.
MythTV consists of two parts – a client (called frontend) and a server (called
backend). In the basic configuration it is possible to have both on one computer.
By splitting the parts up, one can build a server equipped with multiple DVB
cards providing the data to a whole computer network. Having the data de-
crypted on the server, only a small thin client computer (pico ITX) on a back of
a TV/monitor is needed to receive the signal via WiFi or Ethernet.
2.1.2 Base hardware platform
Thanks to GNU/Linux being a multi-platform operation system, the user can
choose from a wide variety of hardware. Depending on HDTV support, the
MythTV server presence and other user’s needs, the popular choices include:
mini ITX 17 x 17 cm, desktop and laptop x86 compatible CPUs, Intel Atom
nano ITX 12 x 12 cm, Intel Atom and VIA processors
pico ITX 10 x 7.2 cm, x86 compatible lightweight VIA systems
Besides the computer, one has to provide a source of data to process. There
are many choices from S-video input to TV tuners for terrestrial, satellite and
cable reception.
S-video grabbers are basically just A/D converters allowing a computer to read
the stream from a set-top box or a satellite tuner. They are usually pluggable to
1Kickstart - installation recipe which automates the process of operation system installation.
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USB port, being the size of an ordinary flash disc drive with a price between 10
to 20 pounds. They do not support direct receiving from an aerial and do not
help the processor with the signal processing.
TV tuners are more advanced, either pluggable into USB or PCI/PCIe slot.
They are able to receive signal from an aerial, a cable or a satellite. Advanced
cards support MPEG2, MPEG4 or h264 decoding helping to lower the processor
load. The price range is wider with the starting point lower than 20 pounds.
One can also take advantage of services made available by an existing TV re-
ceiving farm which streams the received signal over Ethernet for a whole building,
an organization or even a street.
2.1.3 SmartHome and MythHome
Two separate components – SmartHome server and MythHome have been devel-
oped in order to transform the chosen software platform into the home automation
system. Each of them has been developed for certain purpose. They communicate
with each other using a simple communication protocol on top of TCP/IP.
SmartHome server creates a hardware abstraction layer allowing Myth-
Home to interface home appliances in a uniform way. The application is self-
sustainable and independent on MythTV. Thanks to its modular design, plug-ins
interfacing new devices as well as managing various automation tasks can be
added easily. For more information about SmartHome server, please refer to
Chapter 3.
MythHome plug-in is a plug-in for MythTV providing the user friendly
interface based on MythTV’s UI framework. It allows the user to control and
monitor home appliances as well as configure the whole system via remote control.
For more information about MythHome, please refer to [2].
Both MythHome and SmartHome use an SQL database to store the system
structure and sensors settings. It is MythHome’s job to fill this database. Only
skilled people should modify the settings directly.
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2.2 Alternative solutions
Besides the chosen solution, alternative solutions for controlling the house using
a television were considered. The original idea was to use a specialized integrated
circuit to provide On Screen Display. Since the search for an IC available in low
quantities failed, the interest was focused on altering the video signal acquired
via SCART by our own means.
The advantage of this solution would be small dimensions, low power con-
sumption and low costs in mass production. The downside is that only standard
definition television would be supported and a set-top box required. Consider-
ing a time required for development of our own hardware along with a fact the
SCART and SDTV are outdated already, this idea has been dropped.
Nevertheless, this chapter summarizes the considered techniques.
SCART overlay
The first alternative takes advantage of the SCART containing two video signals
- one in RGB form and one in composite. There is a signal allowing to switch
between the two. The downside is, there are video and DVD recorders already
using this feature for menus and subtitles. Connecting our system to a device like
this would lead to disabling its proper functionality. A minor problem is limited
switching frequency 4 MHz and inability to make semitransparent overlay (alpha
channel).
Digital switch
Because of the video recorders using RGB/composite switching already, a possi-
bility of our own hardware switching was considered. This would keep the video
recorders operating properly while allowing us to overlay the TV signal without
limited switching frequency. This solution does not count with semitransparent
overlay. Also, the cost of the system would be a bit higher and TV signal could
become subtly degraded by analog switches.
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Analog signal mixture
The third considered solution involved analog mixing using operational amplifiers
or specialised integrated circuits instead of analog switches. The advantage of this
approach would be the ability to produce semitransparent overlay. The downside
is a higher cost and the system complexity. Also, depending on used integrated
circuits the mixing could degrade TV signal even more than analog switches.
Output generation
The final considered option and in fact the used one is output signal genera-
tion. This solution makes a good sense with powerful systems, for example Home
Theatre PCs. Integrating a set-top box, a video recorder and a general purpose
computer into one box makes them the TV system centerpiece. The cost of
the HTPC is the highest, but the possibilities and HDTV support mitigate this
drawback.
2.3 Hardware interfacing home appliances
Having extensibility and flexibility in mind when designing the SmartHome
server, any home appliance can be controlled and monitored as long as there is
a plug-in supporting the device available. So far, plug-ins for CM12U controllers
using X10 power line signalling and Digi XBee Series 2 modules connecting the
system into ZigBee network have been developed.
The proposed home automation system is intended to support more industry
standards and devices in the future. One can easily imagine connecting the
SmartHome server into GSM network allowing the user to control and monitor
the system using a mobile phone, taking advantage of bluetooth, interfacing the
system using a Personal Digital Assistant or monitoring and controlling home
appliances via the internet.
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2.3.1 CM12U Home Automation Controller
X10 is an international and open industry standard for communication among
electronic devices used for home automation. It primarily uses power line wiring
for signaling and control, where the signals involve brief radio frequency bursts
representing digital information.
Although a number of higher bandwidth alternatives exists including KNX,
INSTEON, BACnet, and LonWorks, X10 remains popular in the home environ-
ment with millions of units in use worldwide, and inexpensive availability of new
components [4].
Figure 2.2: X10 appliance module and the CM12U controller
source: http://www.freesoftwaremagazine.com
The CM12U Home Automation Controller allows to control X10 devices di-
rectly from a PC via an RS-232 or USB connection. It is able to both transmit
and receive X10 signals. This feature, along with a support for macros and sched-
uled events, makes the device an attractive choice. It can operate both with or
without the computer connected.
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2.3.2 XBee R© ZB ZigBee R© RF Modules
ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high level communication protocols using
small, low-power digital radios [4]. ZigBee offers high reliability and an extensive
range thanks to mesh topology, low latency, low price and low average power
consumption resulting in a long battery life.
Figure 2.3: Various XBee modules configurations
source: http://www.robotronic.co.nz
Digi XBee Series 2 embedded RF modules provide wireless connectivity in
ZigBee mesh networks operating in 2.4 GHz frequency band. The modules can
interoperate with ZigBee devices from other vendors thanks to utilizing a stan-
dardized ZigBee PRO Feature Set.
Depending on the required range, dimensions and power consumption, users
can choose the most suitable configuration ranging from small XBee with inte-
grated antenna to powerful XBee-PRO equipped with a connector for an external
antenna. An indoor/outdoor range for standard devices is 40 m / 120 m while
for XBee-PRO devices 90 m / 3200 m.
The devices can be interfaced via an asynchronous serial line. There is a
possibility to choose between an easy to use transparent AT mode and an API
communication protocol allowing to take advantage of the full module potential.
There is no problem to connect an ordinary PC to the ZigBee network as
well. One can use either an XBee module with a USB adapter board or to take
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Figure 2.4: Ways of connecting a PC to the ZigBee network
advantage of Digi’s integrated solution named XStick.
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3 SMARTHOME SERVER
The SmartHome server is a user-space Linux application implementing a layer
between MythTV and kernel hardware drivers. It provides an hardware abstrac-
tion layer allowing MythTV to access the hardware in a uniform way. Commands
and data from MythTV are being received using a simple communication protocol
on top of the TCP/IP protocol.
The application has been developed using C++ programming language and
Nokia Qt4 cross-platform application and UI framework. The implementation
focuses on high extensibility and versatility. The idea is to move vast functionality
into plug-ins while keeping the base of the system simple and flexible. The base
defines a structure of the system, an API for plug-ins, loads them dynamically and
provides means allowing the plug-ins to communicate with each other. It allows
to modify a structure of the system and plug-ins’ interconnection in runtime
without a need for the application restart.
The configuration of SmartHome server is stored in MySQL database. Be-
sides the fact it is the standard MythTV’s way of storing configuration, it sim-
plifies sharing the data between SmartHome server and MythHome. Moreover, it
provides a convenient way to filter the data.
There are 3 database tables describing the structure and functionality of
SmartHome server. Table smarthome objects represents a list of required plug-
ins and their initialization parameters. Every single object has its pins, in other
words channels for communicating with other objects. The list of all pins in the
system can be found in the table smarthome pins. Last but not least, there is a
table smarthome links describing connections between the pins.
3.1 Simple example
The easiest way to get an understanding of the system structure is having an
example. Let us have a small home automation system installation in one’s
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living room. We are going to control a lamp, monitor a doorbell, check the room
temperature and also let the system regulate it using a simple thermostat plug-in.
x10 plug-in xbee plug-in
MythTV + Mythhome plug-in
CM12U controller XBee2 module
lamp heater Tmeter doorbell
thermostat
tcpserver plug-in
lamp Tdesired Tmeas doorbell
0x0013..9A:50x0013..DAC5 A12
W
XY
1
2
3 4
5 6
M
y
th
T
V
S
m
ar
tH
o
m
e 
se
rv
er
H
ar
d
w
ar
e
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9
10 11
100
101 102
103
Legend
Plug-in (Object)
Pin
Link
Figure 3.1: SmartHome server setup for the Simple example
Let us take a look at the table smarthome objects containing a list of the
employed plug-ins first. We need the plug-in tcpserver for connection with
MythTV’s MythHome, the x10 plug-in for the CM12U controller to interface X10
devices (the lamp and the heater), the plug-in xbee connecting the system to
ZigBee network via a Digi XBee Series2 module (necessary for the doorbell and
the thermometer) and finally the plug-in thermostat for controlling the room
temperature.
The params column allows us to parametrize the plug-ins. The meaning of this
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mysql> SELECT * FROM smarthome objects;
id name class params
100 MyComputer tcpserver localhost:12345;format=id
101 CM12U module x10 /dev/ttyUSB0
102 Wireless xbee /dev/ttyUSB1
103 Thermostat thermostat hysteresis=2
4 rows in set (0.00 sec)
Table 3.1: smarthome objects database table for the Simple example
field depends on the plug-in it is related to. In our case, we have the tcpserver’s
IP address, ports where x10 and xbee are connected to and hysteresis for the
thermostat specified.
mysql> SELECT * FROM smarthome pins;
id object signal direction type
1 100 lamp o bool
2 100 Tdesired o real
3 100 Tmeas i real
4 100 doorbell i bool
5 101 C5 i bool
6 101 A12 i bool
7 102 0x0013A20040624DDA o string
8 102 0x0013A200404A659A:5 o bool
9 103 W i real
10 103 Y o bool
11 103 X i real
11 rows in set (0.00 sec)
Table 3.2: smarthome pins database table for the Simple example
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Further, we need a list of pins. We have to define plug-ins’ communication
channels. Every pin is defined by its id number, an object it belongs to, a name
of the signal, a direction and a data type.
The meaning of the signal fields depend on the plug-in they belong to. While
signal names for the tcpserver have no particular meaning, the signal names
within input/output plug-ins like x10 and xbee denote the target device. Signal
names for the thermostat are hardcoded, using common letters - W for the
desired value, X for the measured value and Y for the output.
Finally, we define connections between the pins.
mysql> SELECT * FROM smarthome links;
id source destination
1 1 5
2 2 9
3 7 3
4 8 4
5 10 6
6 7 11
6 rows in set (0.00 sec)
Table 3.3: smarthome links database table for the Simple example
This table is fairly straightforward. Every link is defined by its source and
destination pin. The pins are specified using their ids.
3.2 Implemented plug-ins
The following chapter describes a functionality of implemented plug-ins along
with implementation notes for developers. For full implementation details, please
refer to the SmartHome server Doxygen generated source code documentation
available on the enclosed DVD.
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3.2.1 Plug-in “tcpserver”
This plug-in allows external applications to interact with the system via TCP/IP
connection. The primary purpose of the plug-in is to implement an interface be-
tween SmartHome server and MythTV’s MythHome plug-in. The TCP/IP con-
nection permits to run SmartHome server on a remote computer.
The tcpserver plug-in parses the incoming data and let the base of the
system route the messages according to the configuration stored in the database.
Similarly, the messages received from the system are relayed through the TCP/IP
connection.
A simple communication protocol on top of the TCP/IP is used. The com-
mands are in a human readable form, separated by line feed characters, ASCII
10. The items within commands are separated using semicolons. The form of the
commands is pin id;command;parameter.
command example description
set 7;set;on Turn on a device connected to pin 7.
get 4;get;0 Get a value of a device connected to pin 4.
value 4;value;23.7 The value of device 4 is 23.7.
sekOk 7;setOk;on The device connected to pin 7 is turned on.
error 7;error;timeout An error has been encountered.
reload 0;reload;0 Update the system configuration.
Table 3.4: The simple communication protocol on top of the TCP/IP
Implementation notes
The implementation takes advantage of Qt4’s class QTcpServer providing a TCP-
based server and the class QTcpSocket providing a TCP socket. An event driven
approach has been used, therefore no extra thread is required.
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Within the plug-in initialization, the QTcpServer instance is made and the
TCP server starts listening on the defined port. When a new client connects, the
newClientConnected slot is called up. This slot picks up the new socket from
QTcpServer and arranges a signal – slot connection for data reception. As soon as
new data arrives, the dataAvailable slot is evoked. It handles the data reading
and parsing into individual lines. Incoming commands are being parsed by the
method processPacket and using the method dispatchMessage inherited from
the ShObjectHelper dispatched for the routing. In a similar manner, the mes-
sages received from the system are being parsed by the method processMessage
and relayed through the TCP/IP connection using QTcpSocket’s write method.
3.2.2 Plug-in “x10”
This plug-in allows to connect the CM12U controller into the system. The plug-
in is able to control home appliances and lights by turning them on/off and
brightening/dimming lights. The plug-in supports addressing both single module
as well as multiple modules within a house. The destination is defined by the
smarthome pins table’s signal column.
format example description
housecode:devicecode C5 Single device
housecode:devicecode,dcode,.. C3,4,6 Multiple devices
housecode* C* All devices within a house
Table 3.5: Supported signal names for the plug-in x10
Implementation notes
The main plug-in class ShX10 parses commands received from the automation
system. If there is a command being processed already, the new command is
enqueued. As soon as the lower level (an X10Interface object) is done with
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x10 plug-in
D3 A*
Linux serial console/dev/ttyUSB1
SmartHome server
Power line
X10 appliance modules
and light dimmers
RS-232 / USB interface
CM12U home automation
controller acting
as RS-232 / X10 converter
A3
D3 A5A3
Optional
RS-232 / USB converter
Figure 3.2: Interfacing the X10 network topology
processing the command, an acknowledgement (or an error) is dispatch to the
base of the automation system and the next enqueued command is parsed and
handed down to the X10Interface.
The X10Interface class handles the communication with the CM12U con-
troller via an asynchronous serial line. It takes advantage of the QextSerialPort
library for interfacing serial ports as the xbee plug-in does. One SmartHome
server command is translated to one X10 transmission, that means several X10
packets. Convenient methods for transmissions turning devices on/off, dimming
lights and turning on/off all lights within a house are provided. The packets
are stored in mPacketQueue and transmitted according to CM12U abilities using
simple event driven state machine implemented by onReadyRead slot. After suc-
cessful transmission, the transmissionDone signal is emitted. In other case, if
a timeout or an other failure occurs, the transmissionFailed signal is invoked
instead.
The class X10Packet provides data storage for one X10 packet along with
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methods for a convenient and safe assembly of the packet. According to methods
being used, the class distinguishes whether the packet is supposed to hold an
address or a command and fills in packet’s flags automatically. Further, it allows
to calculate a packet checksum.
3.2.3 Plug-in “xbee”
The plug-in allows to connect Digi XBee Series 2 modules easily to the automation
system. The XBee module can be connected via a classic RS-232 (with a level
converter) as well as via a USB/UART converter by taking advantage of a virtual
serial port.
The plug-in makes possible to monitor and control digital inputs/outputs as
well as transmit/receive data via XBee’s UART. Destinations, modules addresses
and their I/O channels can be found in the smarthome pins table. The format
is following:
format example description
64-bit address 0x0013A20040624DDA UART
64-bit address:io number 0x0013A20040624DDA:1 Digital I/O
Table 3.6: Supported signal names for the plug-in xbee
If the UART is supposed to be used, a string data type is expected. If an
input/output pin is addressed, the boolean data type represented by “0” or “1” is
expected. The direction of the pin (input/output) is distinguished by the column
direction found in the smarthome pins table.
Implementation notes
The XBee modules’ comprehensive API made this plug-in the most complex so
far. The highest level of the plug-in is represented by the class named ShXbee.
It makes a reliable bridge between the automation system and XBee modules,
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Figure 3.3: Interfacing the ZigBee network topology
evens out communication protocol differences and reports errors. It allows the
automation system to read and write both digital inputs/outputs as well as trans-
mit/receive data via XBee modules’ UART. To handle all this, it takes advantage
of services provided by lower layers.
The class XbInterface provides means to access XBee modules via serial port.
It initializes the serial port and implements a state engine for reading packets.
Low-level access to the serial port is handled by the class QextSerialPort [18].
This class integrates into Qt4 framework seamlessly and as well as Qt4 features
good portability across all major platform including GNU/Linux, MS Windows,
Mac OS X and FreeBSD.
Since the XBee modules API is comprehensive and optimized for data volume
being transferred rather than ease of implementation, a power of C++ multi-
inheritance has been harnessed. This approach allowed to keep the code struc-
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tured, less error prone and short thanks to reusing once implemented pieces of
code as much as possible. The implementation of the API has been splitted into
four units - xbitems, xbstreamitem, xbpacket and xbpackets.
The XBee API frames are composed of a number of various items holding
the frame ID, a destination address, AT commands, options, statuses and more.
Every item type has its own class defined in file xbitems.h. The classes store
the data and define methods allowing a programmer to access the data conve-
niently and safely. Moreover, they help with creating related XbStreamItems to
write/read the data to/from a data stream. The XbStreamItems take care of
parsing incoming frames and assembling the outgoing ones. The XbStreamItems
are defined in xbstreamitem.h. They allow to write and read both simple data
types like ordinary integers as well as complex data types like analog and digital
i/o samples and item lists.
Having the classes for all of the used items, we have to glue them together.
This has been done in two steps. The class XbPacket defines functionality com-
mon for all packets. Every packet has its type defined and contains a list of items.
The XbPacket provides methods for parsing and assembling the packets. These
methods are general and thanks to the inheritance, they work with all frame
types without an additional code needed. At last, the XbPacket provides static
methods for checking validity of packets.
Finally, the files xbpackets.h and xbpackets.cpp show how simple is to
define new frame types using the multiple inheritance approach. Every class
inherits all of the XbItems employed. This way, both the required data storage
and access methods are provided. Then, there is a list of XbStreamItems defining
an order of the items within the frame.
3.2.4 Plug-in “thermostat”
The thermostat plug-in allows to regulate a temperature using a simple on/off
algorithm with a hysteresis. The plug-in has been created for testing purposes
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and to help readers understand the proposed system of cooperating plug-ins. The
names of pins are hardcoded, using common letters – W for the desired value, X
for the measured value and Y for the output.
t
t
X
Y
0
1
W
T
0
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the thermostat plug-in’s functionality
The functionality is straightforward. The plug-in turns on its output when the
measured temperature X drops below the desired W minus half of the hysteresis.
Similarly, it turns off the output as soon as the measured temperature becomes
higher than the desired plus half of the hysteresis.
Implementation notes
The whole plug-in is implemented within the ShThermometer class. The object
stores settings of the plug-in as mHysteresis and last values as mDesiredTemp,
mMeasuredTemp and mOutput. If one of the inputs changes (a message from
the automation system base arrives), the new conditions are evaluated in the
method updateOutput and if necessary, a message updating the output value is
dispatched.
3.2.5 Plug-in “timer”
The plug-in timer shows a way how a sequential control can be added to the
automation system. It implements a simple timer acting like a monostable flip-
flop. The input has to be held in logic 1 for the whole timer period. The period can
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be set by entering a floating point number in seconds as the plug-in’s parameter
(table smarthome objects). The functionality of the timer is illustrated in Figure
3.5.
start start reset
T
X
Y
0
1
0
1
t
t
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the timer plug-in’s functionality
Implementation notes
The plug-in is represented by the class ShTimer. The implementation is straight-
forward. The simplicity of this plug-in makes it a good starting point if one wants
to gain insight into the SmartHome server plug-in development. It can also be
used as a base for more sophisticated timers. The code shows how to integrate
the plug-in into the SmartHome server system, parse incoming messages and use
the QTimer class.
3.2.6 Plug-in “logic”
This module implements a versatile logic gate offering wide spectrum of usage.
The plug-in supports a range of logic functions including AND, NAND, OR,
NOR and XOR. The number of inputs is not limited. The logic function is being
performed over all of the inputs belonging to the gate. The desired logic function
can be set as the plug-in’s parameter in smarthome objects database table, the
AND being the default. The output signal is named Y.
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Implementation notes
This plug-in is implemented within the class ShLogic. The same as with the
timer plug-in applies. Thanks to the code simplicity, the plug-in is a good start-
ing point for persons interested in implementing their own complex combinatorial
logic.
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4 DESIGNED HARDWARE
4.1 ZigBee thermometer
The wireless thermometer shows one of the possibilities of how to take advantage
of the ZigBee network. The intelligent thermometer equipped with a microcon-
troller and a digital temperature sensor has been designed in order to verify the
functionality of the home automation system and demonstrate how to connect a
microcontroller to the XBee module.
Figure 4.1: ZigBee thermometer schematic
The Digi XBee Series 2 module is used for the wireless communication. This
module has been chosen because of its availability at the university. The overview
of the XBee module can be found in Chapter 2.3.
For temperature sensing, the Microchip MCP9801 I2C temperature sensor
has been chosen. It features good value for money and a footprint allowing
interchangeability with other sensors to balance an accuracy and system cost.
The MCP9801 provides typical ± 0.5 ◦C accuracy at +25 ◦C while it is able
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to measure temperatures as low as -55 ◦C and as high as +125 ◦C. The sensor
features a configurable alert output and a maximum shutdown current of 1 µA.
The thermometer is controlled by Microchip’s PIC24F04KA200 16-bit micro-
controller in the 14-pin MSOP package, featuring nanoWatt XLP technology.
The low power consumption is crucial for a long battery life. The microcontroller
offers sleep modes consuming as low as 20 nA what is according to Microchip the
lowest value on the market. The microcontroller has everything needed on chip,
it contains 4 kB flash memory for a program, 512 B RAM, UART, I2C peripheral,
three 16-bit timers and other unused resources.
The thermometer is powered by two small N size cells in series producing
3 V. This is sufficient for powering all of the integrated circuits directly. In case
rechargeable 1.2 V cells are preferred or one wants to harvest all of the energy
stored in 1.5 V cells, there is a possibility of populating the boost converter
based on TPS61097-33. Thanks to a synchronous topology, the converter is able
to operate with an input voltage as low as 0.9 V and achieve up to 95% efficiency
at typical operating conditions. A hysteretic current mode controller keeps the
efficiency high at low load conditions too. The typical quiescent current is kept
below 5 µA.
4.1.1 Firmware
The microcontroller’s firmware has been written in C programming language
using Microchip MPLAB IDE 8.50 with MPLAB C Compiler for PIC24 and
dsPIC v3.23B in LITE mode. The implementation takes advantage of a Microchip
PIC24F Peripheral Library.
The microcontroller checks the actual temperature periodically (4 Hz) via I2C
interface. The read temperature is compared with the last value sent and whether
it differs more than 0.125 ◦C, the actual temperature is converted to a string, an
API packet is assembled and handed to the XBee module via UART. The XBee
module takes care of transferring the data to PC. The firmware also supports
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sending the temperature on demand when a string ”get” is received.
The program starts with an initialization of the XBee module, the MCP9801
digital thermometer and internal peripherals (the UART and the timer). Then,
the main loop keeps checking cyclically if any data received from the XBee are
available, whether it is a time to read the measured temperature and if the
acquired data should be transmitted to the PC. The main.c implements only the
high level functions related to reading the data, converting the acquired value to
the string and transmitting the result to the PC.
The communication with the XBee module via the UART is implemented in
the file xbee.c. The functions for transmitting the data via the UART, parsing
and assembling basic packets and controlling the LED are provided. The API
interface has been chosen over the simple AT mode since the API opens up all the
XBee functionality including remote configuration. The packet approach makes
the transmission safer and the parsing of the data easier thanks to the checksums
and a precise control of a way the data are being splitted into packets.
The file mcp9801.c contains functions related to interfacing the Microchip
MCP9801 digital thermometer via I2C bus. It provides means for initializing the
I2C peripheral, setting up the thermometer and reading the measured values.
4.2 VGA to SCART converter
While new televisions can be connected to the HTPC via HDMI or VGA directly,
this is not the case with old TVs supporting nothing but a SCART input. In order
to make our system compatible with old televisions, the VGA to SCART converter
has been designed. The converter has been inspired by the circuit available at
[11].
Fortunately, the RGB signals found at the computer’s VGA output are com-
patible with the SCART standard, hence these can be connected directly. In
fact, the only thing necessary is merging horizontal and vertical synchronization
signals into one composite synchronization.
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Figure 4.2: VGA to SCART converter schematic
The designed converter is powered by USB. This has been considered as the
most suitable option for users. A downside of this choice is a lack of 12 V required
for signalling the SCART a presence of the RGB signal. The problem has been
solved using the MAX662ACPA+ regulated charge pump.
The horizontal and vertical synchronization signals are being combined using
XOR gates 74LX1G86. The input gates with RC filters found in the original
design has been omitted. Since there is a microcontroller in the circuit already,
a more powerful chip has been chosen and the input signal polarity adaption
implemented in the software way.
The microcontroller is supposed to check if the input horizontal synchroniza-
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tion frequency is within acceptable limits and automatically adjust a polarity of
the output signal. The line frequency of PAL signal should be about 15.625 kHz.
In order to prevent displaying an unstable image and inhibit a threat of damage
for some old televisions, the output is disabled as soon as the frequency drops
below 13 kHz or exceeds 17 kHz.
The Freescale MC9S08QD4 microcontroller in DIP8 package has been chosen.
The chip belongs to a family of cost-effective, lowest end members of the HCS08
8-bit microcontroller architecture. The MC9S08QD4 features 4 kB flash memory,
256 B RAM, internal clock generator and two 16-bit timers (3 channels in total)
enabling precise frequency measurement. The choice has been supported by an
availability of the mature Code Warrior IDE with the Processor Expert wizard.
4.2.1 Firmware
The firmware has been written in C using the Code Warrior IDE version 6.3.
The Processor Expert has been used to generate a template of the application,
code for initializing the device as well as a basic hardware abstraction layer. This
approach makes a good sense especially with small projects like this one where
the Processor Expert is able to cut the development time off significantly.
The main application loop probes logic levels of the horizontal and vertical
synchronization signals periodically. After collecting a defined number of samples,
it evaluates the polarity of the signals and using the output connected to the
second XOR gate adjusts the output signal polarity accordingly.
The line frequency is being checked using a capture mode of a free running
timer/counter. As soon as a falling edge occurs, the interrupt service routine
HSync OnCapture evaluates the time elapsed between individual synchronization
pulses and enables/disables the output accordingly. For enabling the output, 100
subsequent correct pulses are needed. In other words, the synchronization signal
has to be settled for more than 6.4 ms. For disabling the output, a single wrong
synchronization pulse is sufficient.
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In case no pulses are arriving for more than 77 µs (period of f = 13 kHz),
the second timer/counter compare event occurs. The interrupt service routine
HSyncTimeout OnInterrupt disables the output.
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5 FUTURE AREAS OF INTEREST
The modular concept based on dynamically loaded plug-ins has proven itself to
have a certain potential. It makes the system easily extensible and flexible, while
the code is well structured and maintainable. However, despite the effort put in,
the full fledged home automation system asks for more than one semester work
to mature into production state.
The base of the system has to be made stable, efficient and flexible as much as
possible. The plug-ins should run in separate threads to prevent a threat of single
faulty plug-in freezing the whole system. A proper functionality monitoring of
all system components should be introduced along with a better error reporting
and logging subsystem.
The plug-ins are the basic building blocks where the functionality of system
resides, therefore this is where the most of the future development is going to
take place. To make the system flexible, a number of general purpose plug-ins
offering a combinatorial and sequential logic is necessary. Equally, new hardware
interfacing plug-ins are desirable.
Moreover, a graphical home automation system editor should be developed
to allow everyone taking the advantage of full system potential even without
the MythTV installed. Right now, the full system potential is available only to
advanced users which are able to modify the configuration stored in the SQL
database manually. Regular users are limited to a functionality provided by the
MythHome TV user interface.
The base of the system as well as basic plug-ins are going to remain under the
free GNU GPL licence not only allowing anyone to build their home automation
system free of charge, but to develop their own plug-ins as well. Even if the
system was supposed to become commercially successful in the future, the popu-
larity of the system is crucial. Having the well known and tested system gives a
significantly better starting position on the market than a nameless proprietary
product.
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6 CONCLUSION
The thesis focuses on the lower layer of the home automation system allowing
users to control and monitor home appliances via a regular television. The system
is based on a regular x86 compatible computer, GNU/Linux OS and MythTV
home theatre platform.
The work deals with an application developed in order to offer MythTV a
uniform way to interface home appliances. The application is flexible and easily
extensible thanks to its modular design. The base of the application has been
kept simple. The base defines the plug-ins’ API, loads the plug-ins and allows
them to communicate with each other. The structure of the system and plug-ins’
interconnection are stored in an SQL database along with MythTV settings.
The plug-ins allowing the system to interface the X10 and the ZigBee network
have been developed along with the plug-in making the system’s services available
via the Ethernet. A simple communication protocol on top of TCP/IP has been
used. Moreover, simple plug-ins implementing a thermostat, a timer and a logic
gate have been developed in order to illustrate the system potential and help
other developers to understand the concept and plug-ins’ API.
Furthermore, the ZigBee thermometer featuring a low-cost digital temperature
sensor capable of measuring temperatures from -55◦C to +125◦C with a typical
accuracy of ±0.5 at +25 ◦C has been designed. The data acquisition is controlled
by a 16-bit Microchip microcontroller offering the low power XLP technology.
Finally, the USB powered VGA to SCART converter has been designed in
order to make the system compatible with older televisions. The conversion lies in
mixing the horizontal and vertical synchronization signals into the composite one
using XOR gates. The populated 8-bit Freescale microcontroller checks the input
line synchronization frequency and takes care of the right output synchronization
signal polarity.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Schematics
Figure A.1: Schematic of the VGA to SCART converter
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Figure A.2: Schematic of the ZigBee thermometer
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A.2 PCB layouts
Figure A.3: PCB layout of the VGA to SCART converter, size 1:1
Figure A.4: PCB layout of the ZigBee thermometer, size 1:1
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A.3 Populating plans
Figure A.5: Populating plan of the VGA to SCART converter, top
Figure A.6: Populating plan of the VGA to SCART converter, bottom
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Figure A.7: Populating plan of the ZigBee thermometer, component names
Figure A.8: Populating plan of the ZigBee thermometer, component values
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A.4 Part lists
Components Qty Description
IC1 1 MC9S08QD4CPC
IC2, IC3 2 74LX1G86STR
IC5 1 MAX662ACPA+
IC1, IC5 2 Socket IC, DIL, 0.3”, 8 way
R1 1 Resistor, 1206, 2.2 kΩ, 5%
R2 1 Resistor, 1206, 1 kΩ, 5%
R3 1 Resistor, 1206, 150 Ω, 5%
R4 – 7 4 Resistor, 1206, 10 kΩ, 5%
C1, C2 2 Capacitor, 1206, 100 nF, 16 V
C5, C6 2 Capacitor, 1206, X7R, 16 V, 330 nF
C7, C8 2 Capacitor, case A, 16 V, 10 µF
X1 1 PCB Mounting, SCART, right angle
X2 1 Socket, D, high density, PCB, 15 way
X3 1 Socket, USB, type B
X4 1 Socket MX-387GL, 3.5mm jack
Table A.1: Part list for the VGA to SCART converter
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Components Qty Description
IC1 1 PIC24F04KA200-I/ST
IC2 1 MCP9801-M/MS
IC3 1 TPS61097-33DBVT
R1 1 Resistor, 0603, 330 Ω, 5%
R2-R5 4 Resistor, 0603, 10 kΩ, 5%
R10-R16 7 Resistor, 0603, 0 Ω
C1, C8, C9 3 Capacitor, 0805, 10 µF, 6.3 V, X5R
C2 1 Capacitor, case B, 47 µF, 6.3 V
C3 – C5 3 MLCC, 0603, X7R, 50V, 100nF
C6, C7 2 MLCC, 0603, NP0, 50V, 18pF
L2 1 Power inductor CBC2012T4R7M
D1 1 Diode, schottky, 40 V, 0.2 A, SOD80
F1 1 Fuse, SMD, 0603, 0.5 A
Q1 1 Crystal, 8 MHz, 18 pF CL, 6 x 3.6 mm SMT
LED1 1 LED, SMD, 0805, yellow
SV1 2 Receptacle, 2 mm, single, 10 way
SV2 1 Header, 2.54 mm, SMT, 1x5 way
Table A.2: Part list for the ZigBee thermometer
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A.5 DVD content
• hardware – Eagle schematics and boards
• smarthome – SmartHome server home automation platform
• thermometer – ZigBee thermometer firmware
• vga2scart – VGA to SCART converter firmware
• xpisid00.pdf – Electronic version of the thesis
